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The 3rd Edition of Management Information Systems promotes active learning like no other text
in the market. Each chapter is comprised of tightly coupled concepts and section-level student
activities that transport your students from passively learning about IS to doing IS in a realistic
context.The integration of Microsoft Excel and Access exercises at the end of every chapter
enables students to practice their Microsoft application skills in the context of the chapter
material.

"A worthy tale...An entertaining read that informs about history and anthropology as we
participate in a desert excursion." -- Jackson Hole News & Guide"Amazing" -- Sunset
magazine"If serious hiking is your interest, then Sandstone Spine is a must, and destined to
become a classic." -- Tulsa World"Just the right time--and right message--to expand public
knowledge of a controversial species." -- Bloomsbury ReviewAbout the AuthorEmmy Award-
winning filmmaker and cinematographer Jim Dutcher began producing documentary films in the
1960s. His early adventures with a camera were spent underwater, part of a Florida coast
childhood. In 1985, Water, Birth, the Planet Earth, Jim's first television film, initiated a career
spent with animals that range from tiny hatching sea turtles to one of the top-ranking predators,
the wolf. Jim's extraordinary camera work and the trust he gains from his subjects have led
audiences into places never before filmed: inside beaver lodges, down burrows to peek at wolf
pups, and into the secret life of a mother mountain lion as she cares for her newborn kittens. His
work includes the National Geographic special A Rocky Mountain Beaver Pond and ABC World
of Discovery's two highest-rated films, Cougar: Ghost of the Rockies and Wolf: Return of a
Legend.Jim's intense personal involvement with the details of his subjects' lives and his eye for
the beauty of the natural world have placed his work in a category all its own. Jim and his wife
Jamie have won three Emmys, for Cinematography, Outstanding Programming and Sound
Recording for their three films about The Sawtooth Pack: ABC World of Discovery's Wolf: Return
of a Legend, and the Discovery Channel specials Wolves at Our Door, and Living with Wolves
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James Madison, “Impressive IT Textbook. This was required for a CIS class I recently took and
as far as textbooks go it was pretty good. The professor didn't have us read all that much from it
and so I was glad that Amazon allowed me to rent it fairly inexpensively. I thought the book read
fairly easily and there were a lot of case studies and sidebar stories that were interesting to read
and that complimented the class I was taking.”

Ebook Library Reader, “She had an A in the class!. For my daughter's class”

Becca, “This was a very easy read and made my Information Systems class extremely easy.
This was a very easy read and made my Information Systems class extremely easy. I ended up
with over a 100% in the class just by taking detailed notes from this book. I'm not tech-savvy at
all but this book allowed me to understand the concepts I needed to know.”

Shawn Tardif, “Management Information Systems. This book is great. One of the best books I
have rented since through amazon. Very informative and easy to read. I would definitely
recommend to the next person.”

Lamar, “Great experience.. Received the testbook quickly with instructions as to ow to return.
Everything was simple and handled with care. Thank you.”

salma h., “Four Stars. Good book, concrete examples, not very different from previous
versions.Can get very technical”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great condition. Helped me pass the class.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Price is right.. School book.”

The book by R. Kelly Rainer has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 43 people have provided feedback.
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